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WOODY : It's not on the : :an that its. vis-.ble .

	

'�'e knot about _
it . T;le -oeonle that in a ti;ay proMote you the most as
teach_n~ you as a -=-t_ett?&a school, because I teach you as
a partic :;lar school . . : ::ov. I don't mean a articular school,

but a Zci=oo-;of _.:a`e~ : .	I'Y-: not sire _i the rest of the'
:;orld i:no-:;s about it in that zay.
Pai. : '::ell, they don't . i think that's real clear, they

dont :

	

And we're in the process of beco::iing more i.orldly .

But at the same time as we're becoming more :worldly, in a

sense it's almost like becoming more re :.iote, incre4asingly
more remote . If :ve go to the southwest, for eXample, then

the put ourselves in a more invisible place unless five have
real

some kind of'communication connectivity %,rith theaspects of
the 3pea= world that ,,,, e still want to be visible in . And ef-
fectively the only conduit for that to happen ~ that I can
see is cable television . Cable television, not broadcast .
JL :E : There are other things that we're worKing on that night
s-o-oort us .

	

:.e call the Electronic Visualization Center a

television research :satellite to the School of the Art Insti-
t._ite .

	

In term._ of that self-defini t-1- on, we see noss ib1e pc-
tential v:s%'s of being sur;ported to orbit that institution

-;nd do th=ngs so that we can go on lon -re_^cte e:>yeditians .
There's a nets; television station - UHF station - that's going
to be starting u~ in mid 1g7g .called char:eel 20 which was
t'--,e

	

station th J'~t the PBS sl~atior_ ~-~v." .- ed but -.~Gs not usin0o' .- y

	

C

So that's been taken over by a consortium of colleges - fi Ie
or si;: u:=vers ties and colleges in the Chicago area .

	

So
their t_r:=rtg is to do educational television - e-,=_-C~erizental

becultural ~rogra..~~:in5 stuff - that could' loosely def=ned as
eLicat=oral material to reach. -oeonle that are not ;:ithin a
specific - that don't have access to the usual .~_^Jdes of edu-
cational inforration distribution . .

	

They are interested

	

n
sho :ing our stuff . So . . .

.':i00DY : Could i turn you back a little bit? I don't understand
n o1"r -:chat's your relationship to the institute . Because as I



recall, or I have vague ideas now it's %corking with Don,

what's your position, what's your relationship to the school .

Could you just give us .some kind of short rundown on what

really has happened in the last three years or so .

Pr~L : V'iell the habit had been, up until about, well, two

years ago, where there was a budget that we were able to

play with . It was anywhere between ten and twenty thousand

dollars, sometimXes up toward= thirty thousand dollars, along

with the economics of being able to provide three or four

staff or assistant positions which are exquisite learning-
ng

collaborative kinds of trips . So it was possible to support

a human community and a learning environment - a video tool

system learning environment - because of having 'economic sup-

port .

JAI,-E : It was also a production environment, too, at that

ooint .

PHIL: i.ow, the moni es aren't there any longer .

WOODY: What happened? The same thing that happens here?

P IL : We built a new physical building . The energy cris s

is -costingg . . .it costs them three times as much nvr: to po:%er

the whole building .

	

And so we have an incredible financ al

bind all of a sudden .

JAIIE: And the building ended up costing almost twice as r~uch

as it was supposed to .

Vi00DY : You mean it's totally an institutional crisis you're

talking about .

PHIL : Right . So, now prior to that, in the early phase/ of

building the video phenomenon there, there was lots of

economics in both money and people slots, etcetera . The

recent evolution is very very clear, that there is no more

viable economic connection there . I read that as effectively

signalling, along with the thing of being tenured, signalling
it,

	

some
that on the other side of1 my tenure thing now there is a-!-et
very

serious work to be done and that work has to do with

designing a new kind of connectivity . Having to do with
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realizing an extended new generation of electronic visuali-

zation intelligence . So that means, effectively, that we're
C111C

Syi

looking for economic support outside the institution as
compared
ea"Geed to living off its internal support . And that means

that effectively we've got to establish some practical

connections there .

1.r00DY: Now "r:eLl, who's we?

PHIL : Jane and I .

WOODY : So you want to be independent unit, team, which

still ::,ould be part of the overall operation . . .

PHIL : We want to be an interdependent unit as compared to

previously only a dependent aspect .

WOODY : Right, so how is it'pedagogically linked? Is there
i-l i

any kind of teaching obligatory relationships'in this new

model that exists? I don't know, does it exist? You've

established that?

PHIL : Jell, we're very much - in fact the check that vie take
vrith us,

bacl, ; from doing this thing, establishes us an account in

the budget of that institution which has already been okayyd

as a tray to use it for this development, which Yre've just

defined as being the Electronic Visullization Center .

WOODY : I see . And then . . .

PHIL : So we have an account there .

	

And we also . . . Jane is

doing a whole lot of work in terms of getting in some other

kinds of funding through potential grants . Now the one grant

that will come right back through that conduit, through that
essentially

account . So, if we can use it as 4 a place to siphon the eco-

nomics through - the economics come back through the insti-

tution, however .,re don't exist there . +.e exist around the

institution . And that effectively is the only ki d of con-

nection that's there, except that tenure description which I

have as a professor . So that can be lost at any point . It

can be redefined at any point and also the economics could

also be lost arredefined, if something out here proves out

to be a viable enough support system that vie could become

solely dependent on it .
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'XODY: '%ihat's the practical relationship now in the sense

of teaching - '.;hy do you set up such a narro.,r . . . It must

be vice versa service or reason . You will teach? in e :_-

change for some space?

_

	

T?.

	

_^esently I teach classes .

'.;OODY : 1i n-ht .

	

'.ihat is the reason for associating your

Electronic Visualization Center as a concept . I still don't

understand why you need a school to do that .

PHIL : You don't .

jA:,:E : In one sense we see ourselves as attempting to do he-
at

search in the area of redefining the institution in terns of

a nedia pro-ram_. . . .which I think as institutions are increasingly

unable to support themselves financially, especially schools,

the different aspects of those institutions are starting to

look toes the outside world to get their own special-interested

support - financial support . And the institutions are serving

as kind of an umbrella for all the different facets to do trlat,

So in a sense the institution as a whole is being redefined

into these various media prograns . So - ;e see ourselves doing

that in a sense . And we also apply , so-~e of our funding pro-

posals go through the not-for-profit corporation aspect of

the school . For instance we have one to the : ,:EA right no;

.%-L ch i s aronli cation for funding for a pilot -production .

	

And

we are applying under the aegis of the school, and so they

would be one of the sponsors of this -orog:an which 1%ou:ld be

broadcast probably or_4 channel 20 .

':'1'OODY :

	

Since we live i n a

	

situation here .

	

'.:e are kind

of somehov. associated with the university, but in fact it's

only half-time now, and then ire have al "̂ ost our o;rn

t:ztion .

	

Eut the only dilemma that I see in it, i f there is

any' for being associated c .̂i L. an institution, i s

	

o.".;e sort

of a return in the sense of teaching . For e . ,am-ole our

facility and your facility would be much more powerful so

to speak than any facility you could find at a school . i~ow
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then there's a whole different economy involved because in

order to maintain such a powerful facility you have to hnvest

a lot of time and a lot of money in maintenance and you have

to spend time on your own work . I sees it as very dif-

ficult, in fact impossible to be still in kind of a real

relationship . If I understand, you take it as -!symbolic,

rather . But do you see any curriculum, direct curricular

exchange between 4-he your facility and the school facility?

Or do you see it as only as exchange of knowledge, that you

gain something by your private research and then you go to

school and just unload it?

PHIL : Well, there are a couple of practical aspects to it .

One is, for example, in the location of Molab (?), if the

culture thereAs receptive to the idea of taking on the kind

of video stuffs that we are about . The idea would be to

effectively start that there, and to integrate folks in that

community potentially also provide this remote condition to

the population back at the Art Institute, i .e . my students -
their

if they want to do t4t~ graduate year, that graduate year or
t he entire

t1,:o years ~"4 thing could possibly be done at this location .

So part of the idea potentially, given that institution to

justify the economic use and connection that's there is to say

that it's possible to develop these other kinds of involvements

which have a local culture that is not as severe and is not as

politically difficult to deal with as the city of Chicago .

And namely (mainly 1) we're looking at places that have cable

television .

'NOODY: 1.4ee .

	

: o<<: that leads me to a different question .

	

"'hat.4

do you wee as your work? You see, so far I've not been even
on

able to approach teaching ae a craft level, because I find

the work I'm interested in so particular, that I have no way

of conveying or sharing the process because it's so intro-

verted by now . So you probably look at your work differently .
ra+hicY-

You must see i t as m,&" open .

PHIL : Well, I look particularly in the form of, one of the

things Jane and I are trying to do now which is to bring out

a publication issue a4F videotape probably onee a month which
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would be the output and a kind of ongoing diary record or

what have you, of this journey .

WOODY: Are you in total synchronicity with esthetic . . .
a nri on

Did you both agree that that's th~-_ what you're going to do . . .

Do you haveany private work so to speak, or is your work

particapatory? Are you a team that has agreed on sharing all

the problems of that particular project Is the project

your work? Or do you have a personal work?

JAI;E : It's the outlet for everything, if it's not it, if

it's not all ofit, it's the outlet .

V'd00DY : It puts you both in a position of producer . Trot only

at&a" producer but as an educator, not only as an educator as

pioneering a satellite s	=kind=a-¬ educational form - or

satellite community or satellite territory or whatever you

want . So I think that must be the content of your work .

PHIL : 'dell, I think the content of what we're about is

effectively in the handle that we're going by - the Electronic

Visualization Center . And the closer we could get effectively

to dust exploring electronic visualization, the happier tit

would be, But at very real gays, right now in order to modify

what we have as a kind of social political econor-.=c context

it's necessary for us to incorporate such things as cable

systems and iirstream trailersand other kinds of things ina
order to expand this interest of electronic visualization right

now . Because within the institution there is no more econo-

mics amm4 in order to search and research electronic visualiza-

tion . In other words, my behavior as a tenure brofessor is

one that is expected to be incredibly redundant . Teach classes .

Every two years it's a new slug of people . It's the same

classes . And that is an existence that is utterly boring to

me .
Then

MOODY : Iou must believe that people, like living in 2iorab (?) ;h ;t

watch the cable station will in some way be interested in

what you're doing or that you would be interested in persuading

them that what you are doing is that they should be interested
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in . Did you ever consider in fact that peop&e are not

interested? in electronic visualization generally? You

see, my dilemma with what you say is you believe that
which

	

which
there is a true outlet titat is not artificial,

	

is

based on community . . . or access to cable which is community .
i s

	

ve been ever
My experience

	

eea that whatever I'FX interested in

can only exist on a scale like New York City or the United
y15f~iL:Ai ::~fl -?~'f__

States or the Earth, in

	

sense of interests . rAgain, I may

be totally wrong . If I want to go to the community like

Bethlehem Steel Company in Buffalo, I may be found there

very exclusive or totally remote from their needs, which is
truly

jobs, for example . So I'm just curious if you r_eall:y- believe

that there is a possibility that you can do something within

a community that will be still recognized and appreciated

and supported by the community ;

PHIL : I think that's Dart of the desire, sure . I'm not

confirmed,-eeeA&_.::6.n! one way or the other, that's certainly

the desire to in some way or other integrate with that

culture and that would mean it's going to have two effects :

we're going to be modified by going to that cultural er_v ror_-

ment and that cultural environment will in some degree be

modified by our presence . The confluence of that is effectively

the nnly thing that I can identify as There it's going, and

that's relatively unpredictable .

';,OCDY: You are a believer of the original doctrine .

	

This$ is

the video doctrine as it has been established -ery-early-em

in e3+"~

	

which like video freaks practiced, or

tried to practice . There is truly no proof on a scale . IA?

mean there's a proof on a small scale which I would link to
other

	

ivn C~ f i h�-
any"experiwent in art or even in investigati-W materiai-5 .

really
The scale truly is only still a concept . I haven't"'seen this

C,r6ar, I Zat10n-
proven that it exists . Even-Vlike alternate media center or

kedia itudy . 911 those concepts that have been based on the

original doctrine of the community and media didn't bring a
y

single proof to me that thus are in fact non-intellectual .

That they are a real part of popular . . . or populist views .

	

I
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think they are purely as intellectual as the other, which

are maybe exclusive domain of art . So I'm still having

this problem w

	

accepting this as a possibility .'

JANE : I see us as being sort of oddly in between. I mean

I don't see our work as fitting in particularly with video

art in terms of goals or mannerofoperation . But on the

other hand we're not portapak community workers either . We're

more . . . in a sense we're talking about going into this community'

but not being community workers . In a sense being sort of in

an eccentric limbo - i4 between . And it almost refers to

some kind of vision that we share about a kind of a -future -

not just of television - but a lifestyle . And so we're

working . . . the things that we're doing refer more to that than

to specific existence structures . And I think that's what

makes it seem impractical, in a sense, or not in touch with

reality or something like that . Do you f6el that way too?

PHIL : Yeah, I heard you saying desire, and a specific desire
to

that I have would be to effectively be able'`- both visually
ed

and accoustically - communicate with you whenever I wants to .
probably

I really want to do that moody, not only with you but"(with

everybody else in the world .

WOODY: But you still,,,

Pr,IL : And the geographic separation . . .I mean it's a real

hassle to have to do that truck stuff all the time . A real

hassle to feed mysIlf, to physically transport all this stuff

here in order to have three days of stuff that goes on . I
e

mean that's the stuff . . .if the cumbering aspects of that
the

can be etherialized a bit . . .and that's where cable eg-As

connection seems to feed . . .

JA11_E : And also having remote relationships with . . .I mean we

can be out on remote completely and send programming materials

to a variety of places .

PHIL : This is the in-between . . .

JANE : Yeah, it's an in between . It's not that totally

etherialized access to communkcation, but in a sense we're

trying to get oubselves out there and deal with the fairly

clumsy ways of doing it that ante now accessible to us . But

the important thing is to get out there .
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WOODY: Honestly, we all understand the mechanism of video

or bable or transmission . And sort of, there has been -

especially in the states - has been e :.ercised fx many years .

For Europe it's still new in a way . But ~rhtt you suggested

is this : that in fact your medium is the comr,unication itself .

That you're using television because it's close to you, you

like to work in television . . . it has a lot of components of

that . But as I have been watching you for years, you've been

paying equal attention to every other gesture, like dressing,

speaking, the way you life, the way you construct your environ-

ment like the truck, the way you travel, the'way you make tapes .

So I understand that this ;-ka in a nay is the content of your

personal work. But still, I'm interested how much they?`medium

can in fact accommodate such a model . How much the hn-edium -

like television or video - how much it is in fact communica-

tion itself . Because even what you said - I haven't seen

everything, I'm just a superfieial observer - it was kind of

suggesting that there are many modes of communication within

this television system . Yet of course, beyond that you have

the popular mytholo y which you practice or create . There's

a whole other . . . many layers of what I have found are equally

or more important in fact than this e::erti se w1-~icr =s alway

	

-

hardware is always the minimum exercise . You cannot exnand

to the dreams directly - you have to tape them in your own

head . But of course the system can suggest that . I'm just

asking if this . . .someone has to . . . some society has to agree .
an

There has to be e_sxe agreement between you and the society .

And if you want to ask them to support you, you have to offer

this model and that model has to be accepted and then I guess

you can exercise it . I guess you've answered t'--,at .

PHIL : Well thtt's what we're trying . . .we're making an offering .

And that offering comes at many many different levels . And

you identified . . . I know there are some disturbing aspects

about it . I feel that the video compenent of everything

we're about has been honed on alot and has been received and



is dealt with quite effectively, but there are othrr involve-

ments that aren't, such as my personal image . . .the truck, my

sneaking . All those kinds of things are in many cases bar-

riers, so I am aware in very real ways that it's very easy to -

that it's necessary to allow those kinds of things to radi-

cally change depending on the time, and I see those constantly

in change but that constant the video stuff's going on, is domething

that seems to be the thing that's leading - what's going all

the time, it definitely is the constant that's operating there .

That's sort of the constant referent to the thing, which is

the intelligence that we all shared in helping come along and
CL

all"that stuff in the beginning . And as you identified the

video freaks central kind of religious aspect about it being

the . . .

WOODY : But also the . . . what I found out more and more . . . like

we would have to go into the eredit-eyetem criticism where

I don't want to go because in some wyy what video freaks do

now represents a whole different dilemma . Now it's the

preserving of the alternate culture . If you would know what's

going on in the State Council on the Arts in 'View York State

you'd understand that eventually video freaks became the last

dinosaurs of the ordinaiy culture mortal and in fact they are

perpetuating in this self-imprisonment . Uhat I think is

that they are a bunch of intelligent people that on their own

in fact they would do better . But since they keep on this

mythological, or they are supported to be that model still,

they indeed became totally inefficient . So in a way I trust

two individu&ls much more thanany established group or s ; ngle

individual is even probably more . . . can even be more active .

The question is either as an economical unit a team has a

great advantage .

	

I see it in our own way .

	

I could never

physically do alone as tire could do a team . But then there's

a trade-off because eventually it goes to a single idea or

single execution, single unit . An individual is extremely

powerful . Do you have any questions?



JON : Well, I find it really interesting, this conversation .

Ledause you're both coming from such completely different

areas - ideas and directions and all of these things . And

your questions, the last five minutes of questions have al-

ways been what is the framework, 1=rwe n implicitly, in which

you're working and where does the substance of your work lik?

And what is it that is actually your work? And so what seers

so interesting to me is that you have this absolute divergence :

concerns Phil and Jan'"e's work is cultural and sociological and

bound up with lifestyle, and your wDrkAnd the prevailing work

is concerned with product and with ideas on an extremely ab-

stract level . And it's thrown out there and if it is to be

accepted, it is accepted again on an extremely abstract level

which then might have relevance to somebody's experience .

`Vhat stunned me most when I spoke to you that night at the

restaurant was that you said that you had made a conscious

decision not to move to New York . And so you went on the road

to go west . So whatever the relationships here to Eew York

are, I'vealways felt very American but now I feel completely

European . Because i:, e're concerned on the levels which the

ideas which are self-contained that we're working on, all the

_nresuppositions are still completely traditional . That it is

the work t

	

is supposed to be in some sense clear and self-

contained . That it is there for people to understand within

a certain kind of experiential framework which is that it is

looked at and it is experienced and is evaluated and understood

null of these things, but has a unit of

	

almost .
ius

And so that to me . . . and yours of course does not .

	

Yours'/points

to little bits and things on the moiitor then of course there

are other elements .

ED OF SIDE OYE
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JON: And the=--e's the other thing which struck me such in -

this whole exercise, because the product is so completely

abstract . . .

	

-

PHIL : You've had great problems trying to find it .

JON : ;yell, I think tit I've found it, I'm not sure if it's

satisfying to me . But you have the visual textupe which is

traditionally far out - blatant colors and lots of things

happening and so forth and so on - so - that which is going

on is for the process and the experience, but not so much

for the experience of tweaking the dials in an especially

sensitive or insightful way, but much more for the communi-

cation that goes on, experience of that group communication .

And that also interestingly is I'm not sure agai

is taken as kind of a hit of a whole range of other ideas

and issues and commentaries and so forth which you see as

being important and basically technologically imperative .

And so '

	

these two methodologies and they're so com-

pletely divergent and yet they exist in the same room, which

is another factor, and here I see two people I respect and

they're doing these things and yet I'm not sure if it's

. . .vrhere the rationalization. of all these things that you're

doing is,and whbther they have real viability outside of s

particularly kind of personal involvement with these things .

PHIL : Tribe, you mean .

JOE : Tribe . So that's sort of my question about this whole

thing .

P::IL : Okay . A simple response . One, on the conscious choice

of going west as compared to going to 2ew York . The process

of going Nest, one of the things I discovered v;as that geo-

graphically in that direction you are . . . you frequently become

very very aware of the sun as a source . That's like the

farthest out kind of natural model of source . So I never had

such a presence of understanding source as compared to re-

source which I looked at 1:ew York effectively being this

incredible resource of information, being information pro-

atis fyingly,
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cessing capital probably of the whole plan6t . Being an

incredible resource environment . Prow in the process of

going west it was not necessary for me to deal r:ith the

rationale of e-changing and dealing in resources, but to

deal

	

t so frequently sensually (?) just with source .

And so the business of trying to develop a rationale all

of a suAn began to increasingly not become necessary . So

the hunting for a rationales and something that I feel to a

high degree is blundering and wandernng based upon a few

coordinates and one of them being the source, is guide

enough . And I translate that kind of personal myth right

over to the cathode ray tube as being a source . AndAny
it's

kind of pattern that's generated upon there is essentially

being a termporary perceptual filter that one can take as

the first service of the outside reality and develop as many

other levels of complexity an and pseudo-realities that one

wants tow . So it's like sit there and contemplate the sun or

sit there and contemplate the cathode ray~ube .

WOODY : Your description is based on formal poetic principle .

But I would say it is also very much our unconscious resent-
e-cresents

anent of what New York'and many people that don't live in :e2

York, or culturally . . . You see in my culture I come from a

small town, not small, second-largest toan,and 1 always had

to go to Prague to exerc-ise any culture . That was the duty

of every generation . Now here, New York is the only place

that exercises cultural politics, see? In America it's

usually

	

, or somewhere suddenly there's a sense of

like Chicago had expressionists or whatever . But usually

iiew York has been created by all the artists that represent

some establishment . Like film has its Hollywood, art has

its hew York now . It used to be Paris . So in a ray, I found

that living in Iew York and working out of that particular

cultural field . . .I found out it's not true .

	

New York cultural

politics, of course they exist as any business organization,

but the culture that is made in liew York is very much arbik
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there's
trary . It's a set of coincidences begause again =,-!!I an

alternate culture . There's an established culture and

there's an alternate culture . And that model is very local .

It's not international . It doean't go to the boundary of

this nation . It's very local and it develops its own

habits . In some times, it becomes a statement . Other

times it's an oddity . So it doesn't mean any more that whatever

New York represents is the absolute . The de-centralization

of I,iew York after 1970 =e became totally obvious . That's

why I would deal with certain phenomena, like Chicago I

wewld call Chicago phenomenon since I don't have a better

name . In a sense of video, electronic arts, again the

tribe it's of, there is such a thing because we know each

other, probably the others don't know us, that's the only

tribal thing . But after all we belong to some sort of

family of electronic activities which now slowly go through

electronic music, video and computers . Even

	

the reunifil

cation is on sight, or whatever . But still, it permitted . . .

like west coast in video so to speak ha~ +ssgnificance which
10

New York had in a different i,,ay, or never had that ,ray .

Chicago again represents a particular style by now and I

,,,anted to go to the original of that what I call Chicago

phenomenon - if it was, of course it's centered around you

and Sandine and some way with DeFanti . Now I think it's a
jJ_' .r

cultural construct - I don't know how muclr. j;& actual'" body

count such phenomena exists . But if you look at video as

what it is, or other electronic arts, starts taking its place

of course, or did take some role a few years ago . I vrould like-

youyou to see from your viewpoint, what~s the viewpoint., or how

do you see that phenomenon there? Is it yours, or is it more

people or is it . . .I don't know .

	

Mould ygou be able to charac-

terize it? Because I can -;i6 have my fantasies about it but

I maybe see it totally differently .

PHIL: 'tell, I can say that one scenario I could carve with

would be the evolution of the video area within the School

of the Art institute which is effectively the most seeable

public construct that has a history . That in some way or

other was guided more or less by myself .
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And at various intervals, three or four other people . And

effectively it started out as being kind of what do we do
n

	

-
with video in .the context of an art school and I took that

on as the challenge . Within the first year of that there

was a personal connection with Ban and Dan says "I'm making

this instrument that is going to do wonderful thizV on the

tv set" and I'm going, well that's not like anything I've

e=r heard of as video art, i .e . from the information re-

sources of New York etc . primarily New York . And so at that

point I had to make a decision in terms of investing this

twenty or thirty thousand dollars every gear . Do I want to

support this kind of evolution of the image processor being

a tool system to for people to begin to deal with visual
the

processed realities etcetera, all of that, both at a personal
in

level and a thing to bring back 4e the institution to give

public access to . That's the route that was chosen in terms
directly

of encouraging tool systems to bel available for people erithin
it went in

that institution and so as a resrulte~= that direction .

	

So

it first started out as the general video stuff, see . In a

couple of years it became very clearly centralized around the

image processor/video synthesis/electronic visualization tool

systems, whatever the jargon might be . And now there's a kind

of cut . And that cut has to do with one : I've been saying that
for seven years

the initial experimentTat-t-h Artrt Institute, the failure com-

ponent in it is that too much of the resources that we had

were directed towar

domain of electronic visualization . And that literally means

tape recorders . What effectively now I am saying and re-

directing things toXgo in that direction is a-e!esed=e-Peti=t

the development of a closed-circuit system within the school

that is literally interconnecting this department with this

department with this department . . .and that's how many

places ;.̂e have now . So we've got all of these places, now,

interconnected and we find out very quickly that tape recorders

aren't necessarily that useable in

	

this kind of a construct'

upporting the record reality or the record
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in that local environment . But the live terminal aspects . . .

where this being the photography department, they need inter-

faces with the kind of visualization that they do . .-.this being
to

	

G stems
performance people they need interface for the kinda of actuality

they're about . . . So all of a sudden, this is tite a kind of

direction it is now going . The video area is essentially a

place that has a huge investment in the more . . . not inter-

faces with other media realities, but essentially is a self-

referential kind of place, where it's looking at itself .

WOODY : This actually happened, or you're just conceptualizing

i t?
a,_°+va(IJ

PHIL : NO, this has happened .

WOODY : Over how many years?

PHIL : A year and a half . So we're really directing it .

Effectively Jane mounted the electronic activity under arts

surveillance . As a kind of public pronouncement of, there's

a new

	

game going on here .

JANE : So that all the various other disciplines within the

school that want to deal with video can do so in their oven

terms .

	

And they don't have to . . . all those photography stu-

dents don't have to deal with the video area . I don't see

any point in why they should, particularly . So that the

video area can deal with electronic visualization in terms

of the image processor and it has the close relationship with

the sound area which is electronic visualization and that

facility is build around the

	

So that that can

be a more in-depth sort of thing within that very native area,

and through the closed-circuit systems so that other people

can develop their e~ interfaces with it on their oven terms .

PHIL : See, that's exactly the model that we have effectively
s ?e_th_ing like

	

<
foreI"lolet Utah . ` Is that we eeu?el go there and we here .

The issue then is that everyone there, if they rant to,

to interface tith this kind of reality they way in which

they want to . And vie operate at whatever support level that

we can, but we don't do it for them . Vie are simply one as-

pect in this other kind of thing .
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WOODY : Now, what was there before? What was the phenomenon, .

I mean, as I understand, this is being eq practiced now in

some way . What was the phenomenon before? What would I

call Chicago phenomenon, a few individuals? Nas it graduating

classes, or what kind of environment was that? How would you

characterize it?

PHIL : You mean prior to . . .,

WOODY : Right, before you started to structure this particular

environment in this way .
and

PHIL: People sa the technology . Those are the two blatantly

obvious and I can't find anything else as being terribly forma-

tive other than that . Four or five of us had been doing it

for a number of years there locally and there's been various

regular technologies and some technologies invented and lots
hat.

of people tacked on for short periods and dropped off, branched

out and now are . . .

:V00DY : As an experience or as a phenomenon, how many, or how

great impact do you think this had on some structure life a

school or city or scene or arts, or i don't know . 0dhat is

it, do you see it as at minimum, are you disappointed with

amount of people that would . . .

P IL : Extremely . I think it's that young man's aspirations

to change the world thing that was part of the motivation

to do it . But a lot was learned in that process including

the past year and a half of great disappointment in some spe-

cific aspects of it . Because the evolution didn't go the :ray

I wanted it to go .

	

Plus, in the process . . . . but that disap-

nointment has been resulved from realizaing that I did not

provide a wide enough avenue for negative feedback in that

whole evolution because of the structure of the organization

that was there . Effectively, the control that was there was

myself and one other person, the dean, who had the purse

strings . It was a personal relationship, and like the dean

just signed pieces of paper And thatt gave me a whole lot

of money .4 And all along I have tried to maintain at least the
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illusion and the pracital

	

_$-reality of making i t be

a democratic decision on the basis of where do vie spend our

monies ; And all that stuff has always been out right on top

of the board with everybody, but people don't want to parti-

cipate, particularly students don't want to make that and

that's one of the frequent negative criticisms, that "0re're
' re suppos ed tQ

not interested in that . Thtt's your job, you decide that "

Yet full-time knowing that that's foolish . It's foolish 44

for people to completely . . . including my superiors and those

who were supposedly my inferiors, to place all of this depen-

dence upon one person or a couple of persons, to maintain the

operation . It was completely foolish . And I think that the

evolution could have been modified if more people chose to

define their relationship to it in more than just a single role,

but in a multiple-role way.

iON : ~e- r-bare-a--_3-eke What are the specific disappointments?
video

PHIL: TheYdata bank which is a collection of tape, one : has

not been' understood by the administration and it has been picked

up on by a couple of ar5ressive people who wanted to get . . . I'm

not sure what the motivation is, except that, wh&t has happened
Fw~e

is that we effectively decentralized that which should be cen-

tralized in the overall video evolution from my perspective,

and centralized that which should be decentralized . The dean,

who is pulling the strings and organizing, he's the control

intelligence of the situation has taken the technology in the

form of, instead of . . . what he's done is put money over here,

put money over here) put mnney over here and said these places

buy equipment etcetera, these people* Row all of a sudden,

because they bought, and made decisions based upon learning,
buying
trying to find out wkimk which is effectively the work I've

been doing all along, everyone ends up buying incompatible

equipment . Our maintenance costs are impossible . Because

instead of having one or two cameras of a similar specie, we've,

got 15 or 20 cameras of different species . So il:e can't main-

tain our system because of a lack of centralized purchase
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control . Now, with respect to the data bank, previously the

data bank was something that was simply a resource of raw

tape and a collection of whatever got put on that raw tape,

defined by the people who asked fcrthe tape, used the tape,

and returned the tape . Now the data bank is an archive in

the sense that two people are hired to make all the tape . So

it All comes through their filter of what it is that is val-

uable to pat in the data bank as compared to that being a raw

resource and the whole community having equal access to the

tape . Also, to take out from the data bank . The rules of

the game was whatever relationship an individual wanted to

have to it was the responsibility of that individual . But

now there are dictates as to how you Whall relate to it .

JANE : Also i t was as the video area and you and some other

people there had the function of dealing with the visiting

artist program which is pretty elaborate at the School of the

Art Institute . And so the video area was an ongoing production

facility because that's where visiting artists would come to

relate to the school . So that for a period of two or three

years most of these visiting artist presentations happened in

the video area and were videotaped in a very regular way . That

isn't happening any longer . And then that was kept in the data

bark . But now, the vision of the two people who are dealing

with i t nor; seems to be more relating to the outside world

than within . Rather than tkking advantage of the re-

sources that occur, are venerated, or cone to the school, they

are'go-Lno out and interviewing primarily famous artists,

regular artists, regular art makers . . . and trying to distri-

bute out to the world .

PAIL : So the support is effectively for one view of what is

out there to be brought in to the school .

	

low previously

the situation was to say like here is the school . And it
in-out

has different kinds of~informations constantly . . . visiting

artists, visiting thinkers, visiting lecturers, a new stu-

dent population - most crucial . Always that which I held
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up first . So you have all this input coming in in the form

of alien intelligences .1 The idea was to net whatever one

could from k-ta that and to make the fruits of that immediately
back out

available to those in the institution because the -.dopuiation

changes all the time . Now the physical form of the data bank

now is that there are two recorders in there with the tapes,

but literally on&y one or two people can 13,e physically be in

the same space, and so it's completely unaccessible as compared . . .

It's sitting in the library, now right on the other side of

the door, is all the books lined up, and lots of places to sit

down browse, books, periodicals etc etc . There's also audio

cassette recorders lined up and people are plugged in all the

time . But the video stuff, because of the . . .

JANE : Literally no more than four or five people can fit in

the room, physically .

PHIL : So 4here's all kiaa this information stored and completely

inaccessible instead of there being lined up a number of ter-

minals to play back tapes . So the whole redefinition that was

pulled off by the higher-up control intelligence has completely

negated that evolution that previously was attempted to be . . .

JAI---.'E : And also the aspect of . . .

PHIL : It's been contained .

JANE : It seemed to me, the gray I read it is that this activity

;rent on, this thing was fed money and attention . And at ore

point it was decided that this was a valuable thing . So they

attempted to normalize it . In a sense, it's kind of an odd

compliment to Phil's efforts in that they went, Phil has made

this thing that is very important, very powerful and now we

need to normalize it . This can no longer be . I mean, they

are subscribers to an illusion of there being an objective

reality and they found Phil's way of dealing with it too

eccentric, too subjective . So they thought they had access to

contouring it along more objective lines . So they attempted

to normalize4 it, but they jgst traded one subjective reality
c~ CouF(5e_

for another which&ll that ever happens .

PHIL : Their descr$pticn of it in the form of two people,
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that these two people are more documentary video intelligence .

WOODY: So they turn it into a utility?

PHIL : yes .

WOODY: So, is it thit you are at the mercy of the ee

	

eco-

nomics? Any time there is a crisis the technological ac-

tivities eease? That basically is the question . If what

happened in video, in your personal work was . . .

PHIL : I wouldn't say it's the economics, I would say it's

the control intelligence of that human institution . . .

JANE : Which does effect the economics .

WOODY : See, the very same happens in New York StAte in edu-

cational system, when a few years ago it was decided that

it's no more valid tool of education . That television brings

minimum enhancement of educational process . So they simply

put a freeze . . . of course it was the pre-economic e

	

a4=em

trench decision . This economic situation only strengthened

it, and even if that was too crippling, they eventually wanted

to lift this ban, they # couldn't because of economic necessity .

So there are two concerns, I think . One is the disillusionment

of the whole society with the role of television . In fact, if

you recall television or video was sponsored as an alternate

medium which was supposed to fulfill social change . More and

more if I look at original irideo, I see it as a social commis-
d

sion . And other people that ha4e no interest in media so to

say, they were interested in social change in the sixties and

they would promote this idea . And video got this fantAstic

boost, because it suddenly was a tool that was commissioned to

do the change . Of course, it did not happen that way, so now

there's a great disillusionment .

PHIL : Well, the disillusionment's there for sure, but for me I

feel that there is an incredible gain in intelligence . I feel
' ve learned

that I Flew an incredible amount . It's very clear to me what
business

the manor v;_Le4:eft is going on now and that's retrovisio~n as

compared to television . Television, in my personal! jargon of
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it simply is defined as being tele - far away, far off, dis-

tant - vision . And for me that's a way of defining the fu-

ture .

WOODY : We all have experienced this change .

PHIL: When I define the future of television, it's two-way

television. Now what we've got is one-way television, broad-

cast television, and that ain't gonna do it . It hasn't done
u

it . And that's educators standing up and going look, this

television thing didn't do it .

	

But all of the experience- that

I have with my definition of television is quite clear . That

it is a very very radical thing, but it's a structural change,s-

it's a huge structural change at many many levels . It's just

not a very simple issue of making folks do their own videotapes

and play them back through the existing distribution structure .

WOODY :

	

A certain amount of people have

experienced let's say video or ekq other systems of perception

that ended in many cases in alteration of life styles or to-

tal alternate purposes, life in my case, a total victim of it

or self-selected victim . But then you go through this meta-

physical area in which you believe that 4=4 a change that oc-
to

curred ~,& you can in fact be communicated or could be passed

one - maybe through the genes if you plan to have a child - I

don't . So, what do you do with such an experience? How valid

is this experience to the rest of society?

PHIL : I think only as an offering .

WOODY : Okay . And if it's not tkken . . .

PHIL: If it's not taken, in a very real way it's not a concern

of mine whether it is taken or not . I think of my complete

responsibility in that I have made my offering . And that's it .

The other stuff is us sitting in the desert doing whatever we

want if we choose .

WOODY : I feel very mixed feelings . . .

END OF TAPE ONE
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WOODY. . . This striking similarity . That we all have an offer .

A standing offer, but yet nobody asks us to exercise those,
us

nobody invites y4w to . . . .unless you're the need of the society

which continually changes .

PHIL: Okay, you're right . That's true . That's very accurate .

And the tray that I see to de&l with that is to shorten the

duration of time that is there between when you make an of-

fering and when you see the effedts of that offering . And

the nnly way to find out quicker what the disillusionments

are ahead of us is to get ourselves closer and closer to

real time connections with our desires or with our goals . So

that you can get that feedback quicker .

WOODY : Yes, but still then you bring another metaphysical

point which is t

	

some sort of3synchronicity which you be-

lieve there is and
3
need as an offering, a need which can be

immediately filled . If you look at the life of Stan Brakhage .
in-

He has made a stand" offering for many many years now . And

there was a time, you know he goes back and tell us that

he used to lecture to,800, 1200 people in the hall . They don't

come any more, to listen to Stan Brakhage .

J'

	

: That's right .

WOODY : In a way, what happened in video, it was very intense

in the first period . In fact, I recall we all were sought,

in a way . Even whey we did the Kitchen, whatever . It was a

direct commission and it was a direct exchange, there was a

need and we could fill this gap . I see less and less valid,

in fact society's moving in a different way . We are not

synchronous to the time as we I="ink used to be . And

wonder very much, to try to teach people video as a curriculum

because I think it is impossible to find any particular
of

placement t!Lth people working with video now within the ideals

or values of the society . And I don't know what the values

are and who is going to find them . We can see them on the

surface as a fashion . Each season has its fashion. You know,

the whole

	

skepticism about technology, now, is greater
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in fact than it was . The knowledge that is necessary now to

deal with technological systems is becoming more and more

exclusive . Of course, what you are doing is extremely ex-
yesterday

clusive to the community . But you saw people at Media Study
or

	

~_,r
aRd before, these are the people that have been around so

many years, so intimately knowing things, yet they haven't

done the committment even you have done, of course . You are
s

the committed, they are"the bystanders . So it's

	

possible

that we only work for some history - we don't even work for

the contemporary generation, we don't work for contemporary

needs, and that we may all slip into a

	

oblivions . So that

is also a possibility that I think we all have to consider .

I see, in this computer business, going closer and closer to

it, leads me inevitably into more and more confinement . I

used to decie things that I couldn't understand like the

computer I thought was too exclusive, too treat a barrier

between me and them . Now I've become them to a certain degree .

I still hope to maintain some bridge, because I am not . . . I

have certain mental conditions like non-mathematical approaches

because I cannot master mathematics . So I'm still on that other

side which I defined populist . But that's my fantasy, because

I maybe already recognized as technocrat, but also academian,

all those labels, and not be able to deal freely with what I

want to do a t~sa -~e-a~?e- a unless I would carry on the con-

sequences . And I feel it in your case it mak be exactly the

same .

PHIL : Well I certainly think it is very parallel, sure .

WOODY : Like, the student population . I don't know how are

your experiences in teaching, but I've found them not the

direct ones . There's a lot of indirect which means the cri-

ticism of the medium, even t~w rejection . What I consider my

most involved students would not touch the studf that I was

interested in, for example .

	

In fact, most of them would be in

totally remote directions, even theugh they are still asso-

ciated with the general theme . So I couldn't pass on the
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craft, and I thought I knew the craft . But of course I could
destroyed

only teach it one semester because I was totally

	

raugh-t--

by teaching it, I lest the respect for the craft by just

teaching it .

PHIL : I think it is possible to do that . Maybe this is way

back, an hour, when you asked about the phenomenon. "Kaybe

this is another way to say it that I think was very effec-
er

tive and that was the creating of - See to begin with I never :

thought I had anything to say that was of any more importance
some

than anyone else . But I knew I had eon kinds of skills and

abilities to make certain kinds of things happen like buildleg

motorcycles, cars . And then it became the challenge of building

an environment that other people could play in . That no one

else was, in that particular in-between niche of the money

and the power and the institution and the population there .

So I built an environment that effectively carried on the

teaching itseld . And so because one is effectively controlling

the technologies in the environment, making those choices, and

contouring access etc .etc . then it was possible for that whole
of

environment s-n4 people and instrumentation and so on to teach

itself . So the teaching thing to me was not so much of a per-

sonal concern of communication in the conventional role of

myself and a body of students, but it was more RE a-V'h_ng-e4 C", -
at least

attempting toooontact them in obtuse ways ndividually and over-

&11 ways of providing an environment there . So it's sort of

coming in two directions .

'MOODY: I could never do that . I can only talk to a person .

I have very minimal contact with students because it involves

me too much, see . When I teach with Hollis, Hollis-has a won-

derful way, he simply delivers and there's not much - within

a class, there's no personal kind of feedback . But when I hsvc

taught my own things, I had to have this total loop - total

feedback, person-topperson, and I'm a continuous victim of

it here, because I have to learn from people - I've learned

something from the books, but eventually I have to bring a

living person here and learn that vrya~ . So It's a whole
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different dilemma . Because I found out, even O'Grady has the

same situation tee . He has set up a different structure,

like highly interactive, 1 as an ideal, hierarch~l . structure

of educational community and as a system, it had all the com-

ponents . That was the level he understood at that time . And

he was hoping that it could exist, as an environment . But I

don't think it can, I guess that's what % maybe happening to . . .

PHIL : You see, I think it can, Woody . That's what I see thisihaill);

knot here, in Buffalo . I don't see that there's a technological

support environment that is useable . And I think that's an

absolute component that has to be there if we want expansive

evolution in communication of this kind of stuff that we're

going . And now, what I'm seeing is like, within the first day
i t

of Jane and I being there, and at one point we went, holy

fuck Buffalo has cable, they've got this great big building,'

."that should be done is there should be a center, a technological

support environment for people of all kinds to come in there

and to do their thing with some people around that are constantly

supporting that environment and maintaining it with the cable

connection out into the community having an entire channel,

which is an excellent reAl-time ongoing outlet - and that whole

process being implemented . 71hen I hear the term curriculum,

we had lunch with Gerry and I heard him mention the issue of

curriculum and I think that's a very big mistake . Attempting

to design curriculum, because that's what is driving mg crazy

as my offering from the Art Institute being a tenured professor .

Because that means putting people into conventional categories

and roles that &.4--leaet as far as I can see, at least when I

investigate how I have learned, has been always ineffective .

JANE: And =hat is now trying to happen with our institution
what is

and we know with other ones, and we=itmew for instance wr_~ at

Douklas Davis is that Rockefeller finance tour, is to skew help
to show

institutions'how to expand their curriculum around video .

Namely how to design academic,and academic (adding around
ological

studio courses, around the techn a

	

generative activity that's
dl~

going on, which I'm sure the institutions are very responsive

to . The Art Institute is, the school is trying to do that too .

It's a very low-expense way

	

-

	

to offer
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curriculum to students who will then buy it, for instance .
kke-

And we feel that's exactly the wronj~vay to go .

PHIL : You see, as soon as you get rid of recorders 'an; d the

whole thing of video as a record medium, and think of video

as a live interactive medium - you've immediately got to get'

cable in there, you immediately have got to get a physical

place and immediately got to open the doors and just get

this _

	

- happening that keeps cycling things around -

out into the community back around, and everybody shares in

that process of supporting this live environment .

JANE: And it's a demanding environment . That's something
-char

that we try to design for ourselves, wee we try to see

where that could offer us a demanding situation . And one

where** there's some kind of live distribution opportunity,

whether it's a closed-circuit system within a particular

school or a community cable station, something like that, is lkat-

- there's demand to it in an gongoing constant way . And there's

no demand for producing personal video art pieces . There's no

demand for that . Nobody gives a shit whether I make another

tare or not . And so we don't sense that from the video art

structure, and that is based upon recording .

	

It's based upon

precious objects in the form of tapes . And so we don't see

that as offering that demanding situation that we're seeking .

And I think people learn very slowly in that one, also . I

don't think that's a good educational structure .

WOODY : You liken this process of live communication as vital

to human activity . I fe haven't found that true . I can foresee

live feedback communication system practiced in different

conditions like survival - medical monitoring . In that case

if the content of your living is to guard you against a

disease and perpetuate you to survive, then media will play
most
am"important role in our lives . But if you think that people

are interested in communicating their own images, I think

antasy of an artist to pro-

duce an artifact in the case of a tape . I think there's no

this is your fantasy as it is
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proof to the theory that a live video situation as self-

perpetuating force . It used to have even more since

people used video as totally new medium - non-mirror

medium - to do all kinds of elesed-eyreai-4 distribution

within &"eels closed-circuitraekee1e institutions, schools,

even the neighbors . I had with Alphons Schilling who lived
4ke

four houses on 14th Street away towards Union Square, we had

the first personal cable on Manhattan . We watched each other

for two days and then we had to disconnect it . There's some-
a

thing thit goes beyond the concept, beyond a wish - it has

to be rooted in a much higher duty . Like Christianity pro-
association

bably would have very good closed-pircuit eon which would

practice religious need continuously 24 hours a day because

that's a higher duty . Media only provides that particular .

Telephone has never become an important communication beyond

message--sending . Television is more complex., it's not the

message-sending any more, it is the state of being . I've

transcended my need for process of being image . . . it mean~_eing

on, being active, being synchronous . I have just translated

that into my own terms in which I can observe a device which

iz~ in on state, even if it doesn't manifest externally, for
It's a

example the computer . zse system that is continually alive,

it's a living system . So I share, I think, nne of these

interests of yours is bo perpetuate a living organism - or

living system which is all the inputs outputs . But I find
a

it still very intellectual . It's not'part of the survival

need . Society does not truly need it . In fact today society

needs to be relieved . . .

PHIL : When you say society, what I think is 3 and a half bil-

lion people . Are you not meaning that that specifically?

Are you meaning a particular shared idbology of 3 r billion

people?- itihat do you mean when you say what society needs?

WOODY: The enormous popularity of traditional television, it's

just too embarassing to even deal with the need of your neighbor .
this

I think there's no justification in which~televisior~s created -

You may have a different View, I think television is created by

tie people . It's not created by the companies . And I think

the image of the television is the image of tire society .
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Regardless e4 if it's manipulated or tot . Because the mani-

pulation can go to a certain degree, but after that it's not

enough . And I think people continuously create large myth-

ological structures like nationalism, which television is

now some sorte4 of internal chauvinism, nationalism . And

I think that is the image that people truly want . That higher

state of illusionism that is not relited to daily needs or

true communication between two people . And I think there's

an opposite tendency in this society which goes towards ab-
4he,

stract and towards concrete . The only concrete needs are sur-

vival needs, like defense - I mean national defense, personal,

medical, kind of monetary needs, business conglomerates . . .
~inA f41af

I ttrkac you're trying to elect this metaphysical quality as

a real one . You're substituting, you've fantasized this into

a stage that reality . . .this illusion becomes reality-

PHIL : I admit that fully . I guess that's the way 4 that I

see evolution being able to be controlled, at least from my

personal viewpoint of it in that I have to have these various

kinds of fantasy loops that go out there as possibilities

and tomorrow I'm going to wake up and one of those has got to
he- l

be dominant over the other ones in order to direct perceptually,

conceptually, operationally . . . everything that I do tomorrow .

And what I do is very much formed by that .
a1e,

WOODY : Absolutely . I agree that you are, in a way, artist

to

	

and I recognize what you do as-art . But any
activity

	

or curriculum .
attempt of linking this v to reality -S

	

~ ...-L. Like your

criticism is interesting . I have no respect for any cur-

riculum either and if O'Grady told you there is a curriculum
just

he was"fantasizing .

4t#D PHIL : He used that word .

r00DY : He has been dreaming of having a curriculum for years,

but his instincts are correct, his practice is-disastrous .

All this curriculum around of course has been based on indi-

viduals that are teaching . Curriculum was not a product of

a conscious decision of a single persons or two persons .
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iLnvoIv .1a
Always persons that aretteaching here and that bring their
-piece of
ovm~curriculum, that's how curriculum is made here . To

speak of it being a curriculum, I think it's a fantasy of

his . It's just an extension df . . .

PHIL : I think it is . And I think hat Gerry needs to be

told 1k" is . . .I mean what I want to tell him - though we

didn't talk at any length at all, really -is that the idea
1 ~,/.l I

of supporting people is essentially the next madsd past the

new model of survival . What I'm saying is that At the sur-

vival level you heed to have a support environment . And then

you can bring people and make various kinds of events and so

on happen around the people because they're powerful people .

WOODY : Now what you detected immediately is very important .

You found out there's no technological basis to any of the

concepts that are being practiced in Buffalo . I happen to

agree . It's partly because O'Grady has not incorporated into

his model university~community,and consciousness . . . He did not

include any technological structure . He did not find that

as important as the rest . So his component - which happened

to many other people like that have been trying to do social

architecture . Since it's not part of his needs, or instinct,

he has failed to build that complete structure . So it hasn't

survived that dream . But we know how difficult - because the

technological ba-se is a very complicated one which requires a

whole set of values .

	

Like even respect .

	

Gerry . has great res-

pect for artists as s-reat=ve individuals . He cannot share
11MP1y

this respect for creative technicians . It's not Dart of his

value system .

PHIL : That's amazing .

JANE : We run into that a lot, though .

;V00DY : Of course . it's very typical . So . . .

JANE : It's so natable . In Chicago people are starting to or-

ganize a bit and get together proposals for media centers or

things like that and that's generally what is left out . Where

the tech salary here? Where's the money to get someone who
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can really do that?

WOODY : Even if, eventually he understood the dilemma, like

a year and a half ago it became total reality that -he cannot
as media center

	

because
survive without . . . it was too late,' all the technicians that

have been the creative ones, like Chuck Hoyer or video freaks,

they have been already commissioned . They commissioned them-

selves out, they have been hired, they have been having their

own thing . It's too late to catch it . It was the original

nucleus or missing component that brought in a way the disaster .

That's in other places as well, of course . This is the crisis

of the sixties in which the ideas and McCluhanism was based

on some kind of a higher intellectual understanding . It wasn't

based on a1~material substance . That happened to the whole

generation of the humanists, you see . People that had been

working in form that would be dealing with subject of people

that suddenly came to video, like open media center - George

Stoney who had total misunderstanding of the complexity of

half-$nch production . He thought it was for children and

women as he put it at that time . Just amazing, since he is

so detached fro4he reality of production in film because he

always had the crew, he was a director . 5o there's a whole

generation of misunderstanding which eventually ended in thi-s

disaster . There's no technological basis to any activities of
the

that kind .

	

And now(part of the curriculum ) ;s based on Hollis

and mej is the computers that eventually a single person can

engineer . Jeff is the

	

provider of that technological
NCditzc,

knowledge . It's also a failure of ours t?:ert we couldn't really

mlintain a group . . .Ue should have never been associated in fact

with the unyversity . We should have created an alternate en-

vironment right from the beginning. Tried to raise money on

our own, have research of a few people that could be totally

technologically equipped to deal with .these . . . Binghamton had

it for one time . Ralph Hocking was able to exist primary

practitioner . He understood this technological basis but he

was unable to deal with the others . Like raising the support
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for him wasn't so easy . So eventually that as a group dis-

appeared . Now they're just at'the beginning. They don't

have anybody there that could carry on .
said

JANE: You esy it's difficult to raise money to support it,

his work . It seems like there's a lot of money availalle to

have artists come and do things etcetera but much more dif-

ficult to actually create and maintain a technological sup-

port environment . None of the grants want you to buy anything

with their money . The funding people seem to be ipaking the

same mistake .

PHIL: The constant criticisms that I kept bumping all the time

from my superiors was they read me as saying - and I finally

had to admit that they were right - don't put money intb people

put it into technology . And I'm still fighting at the Art

Institute . They want to hire more video faculty and make more

video classes . And I'm trying to say buy more video equipment

and give it to the people that are existing in the community

and make sure that equipment is compatible so that people can

begin to interrelate with the technology as compared to bringin3

in people . That, sooner or later means that they're not going

to be able to use the technology because none of it works - it's

not maintained, it's not compatible . 5o immediately we're

about sometting else other than dealing with whatever these

media problems and issues and realities that we try to actively

do are about . That operating principle is real clear to me .

If you don't hake the tools to do it with then you go back to

the other nedium that you proficiently can deal with in the

communication level .

WOODY : So we at least agree on that . I mean we agree on every-

thing, but this is the basis that we have to study . We have

to experience the same level which is thecatastrophe of tech-

nological structures as being maintainable through a society

which goes through a crisis, or many crises . But it will get

worse . And that brings me to this point of socialistic party .

Vie have this local socialistic party, the only party that ran

on platform of technology . Workers being technologists . This
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kind of brought me the first time some kind of respect for

socialism after

	

rrLaM
years . They understood that vror--

kers cannot just demand jobs . In fact they have to be tech-

nologically equipped, they have to face the crisis, otherwise

they're gonna be dismissed as they were before . So there's no

power without having tech . . . .

END OF TAPE 2 SIDE ONE


